
100 Piano Classics: In The
Lounge
Samuel Joseph
SILCD1427 | 738572142728
CD | Lounge

Samuel Joseph is 'The Pianists' Pianist'. Born in Hobart,
Tasmania he grew up performing at restaurants, events and
competitions around the city before settling in London in
2005. He has brought his unique keyboard artistry to many
celebrated London venues including the Dorchester, the
Savoy, Claridges, the Waldorf and Le Caprice. He has
entertained celebrities as diverse as Bono to Dustin
Hoffman along with heads of state and royalty. Flair,
vibrancy and impeccable presentation underline his
keyboard skills. This 100 track collection highlights his
astounding repertoire

The Best Of The Red Army
Choir
Red Army Choir
SILKD6034 | 738572603427
Album | Russian Military Songs

Re-mastered from the original session tapes, the recordings
for this 2CD set were all made in Moscow over a number of
years. They present the most complete and definitive
collection of recordings of military and revolutionary songs
by this most versatile of choirs. Includes Kalinka, My
Country, Moscow Nights, The Cossacks, Song of the Volga
Boatmen, Dark Eyes and the USSR National Anthem.

Swinging Mademoiselles -
Groovy French Sounds From
The 60s
Various Artists
SILCD1191 | 738572119126
CD | French

Long before England started swinging in the mid-1960s,
France was the bastion for cool European pop sounds.
Sultry young French maidens, heavy on mascara and a
languid innocence cast a sexy spell with what became
known as 'les annees ye ye'. 'More fun than a weekend on
the Champs Elysees' - Record Collector

The Adventures Of Robinson
Crusoe -  Original TV
Soundtrack
Robert Mellin & Gian-Piero
Reverberi
FILMCD705 | 5014929070520
CD | TV Soundtracks

One of the most evocative children's TV series of the 1960s
is equally matched by Robert Mellin and Gian-Piero
Reverberi's enchanting score familiar to any young viewer of
the period. Includes over 30 minutes of previously
unreleased music discovered after extensive research in the
archive of Franco-London films and lovingly remastered.

The Delian Mode/Blue Veils 7"
Vinyl
Delia Derbyshire
SIL71458 | 738572145873
7" | TV Soundtracks

Delia Derbyshire's work at the BBC's Radiophonic
Workshop in the 60's was recognised initially for her
realisation of the now iconic Doctor Who Theme which was
written for the show by Ron Grainer.  More recently though,
she has been celebrated for her own compositions and
experiments at what was then the cutting edge of electronic
music. Here on 7" vinyl for the first time are two of her
pieces, one written for a TV documentary in 1967, Blue
Veils and Golden Sands, in which she used her own voice
and a handy green BBC lampshade.

Doctor Who - Original TV
Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1224 | 738572122423
CD | TV Soundtracks

The very first new music release for the rebooted Doctor
Who series and the beginning of Murray Gold's incredible
ten year composing saga. 'Seventy-five minutes of TV music
that puts most big screen feature film soundtracks to
shame'. - Filmink
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Doctor Who - Series 3 Original
TV Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1250 | 738572125028
CD | TV Soundtracks

Murray Gold's fully orchestrated scores for Doctor Who were
widely regarded as a major element in the revival of the
much loved series. Includes music from Series 3 plus The
Runaway Bride and Voyage Of The Damned plus the songs
'My Angel Put The Devil In Me' from 'Daleks In Manhattan'
and 'The Stowaway' from 'Voyage Of The Damned'

Torchwood - Original TV
Soundtrack
Ben Foster And Murray Gold
SILCD1267 | 738572126728
CD | TV Soundtracks

Torchwood is the very successful high octane spin-off series
from Doctor Who writer Russell T Davies about the activities
of a covert agency who investigate alien activities. Featuring
music from Doctor Who orchestrator Ben Foster and Murray
Gold.

Doctor Who - Series 4 -
Original TV Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1275 | 738572127527
CD | TV Soundtracks

Murray Gold delivers another collection of themes capturing
all the emotions of Britain's most popular sci-fi series. A
major highlight is the powerful new work for orchestra and
choir, Song Of Freedom, which featured in the climactic
scenes from Journey's End.

Stand By For Action! - The
Music of Barry Gray
Barry Gray
SILCD1279 | 738572127923
CD | TV Soundtracks

Historic release celebrating the career of one of television's
greatest composers and featuring an extensive collection of
music from 10 of his Gerry Anderson collaborations. Forty
tracks that include, unreleased material, newly discovered
mixes and an extensive booklet packed with memorabilia
and track by track notation from Barry Gray archivist Ralph
Titterton.

Doctor Who: Series 4 - The
Specials - Original TV
Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1340 | 738572134068
Album | TV Soundtracks

2CD set that brought to a close the David Tennant era of
Doctor Who. Includes cues from The Next Doctor, Planet Of
The Dead and The Waters Of Mars. Disc 2 is entirely given
over to The End Of Time Parts 1 & 2 and features “Vale
Decem” – the moving choral farewell to the tenth Doctor.
“Gold really is a terrific and gifted composer. I wonder how
long it will be before he gets the call to the big screen and
the BBC won’t be able to afford his talents anymore. On a
selfish note, I hope not for a long time”. – Cinema Retro

Doctor Who: Series 5 - Original
TV Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1345 | 738572134525
CD | TV Soundtracks

2 CD set following on from the success of Doctor Who
Series 4  The Specials (UK Top 50 Chart album entry and
UK Chart No. 1 Soundtrack Album. As Matt Smith
regenerated into the eleventh Doctor Who , Murray Gold
has completed music for over 50 episodes in a prolific five
years. This release features music from all 13 episodes of
series 5 and includes the new arrangement of the classic
Doctor Who theme plus new themes for the Doctor and his
assistant Amy Pond. 'I think that Murray Gold is incredible,
totally incredible, a genius'  Matt Smith
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Great British TV Themes
Various Artists
SILCD1357 | 738572135720
CD | TV Soundtracks

A bumper 2 CD set of 54 newly recorded tracks that span
over half-a-century of classic British TV themes from the
pirate accordion of Captain Pugwash through to Barrington
Pheloung's distinctive music for Lewis . Music from an era
when British TV promised quality productions, star names
and instantly recognisable themes. Includes worldwide TV
smashes Danger Man, The Avengers, The Saint, Man In A
Suitcase, The Prisoner, Randall And Hopkirk (Deceased),
UFO and The Persuaders, all still regularly screened over
40 years later.

Doctor Who - A Christmas
Carol - Original TV Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1360 | 738572136024
CD | TV Soundtracks

Doctor Who on Christmas Day has now become part of the
yuletide tradition in the UK almost rivalling the seasonal
greats such as Morecambe & Wise, The Queen's Speech
and EastEnders. The 2010 edition was the third most
watched programme on December 25thwith 12.1m viewers.
The musical maestro himself, Murray Gold, provides his
usual eloquent, immaculately crafted soundtrack. Opera
diva Katherine Jenkins captivated audiences with Abigail's
Song (Silence Is All You Know) featured on this release.

Doctor Who: The Caves of
Androzani - Original TV
Soundtrack
The BBC Radiophonic Workshop
SILCD1370 | 738572137021
CD | TV Soundtracks

First time release for the music from this seminal 1984
Doctor Who adventure in which Peter Davison regenerated
into the sixth doctor, played by Colin Baker. A 2009 poll of
Doctor Who magazine readers voted it the best story ever in
the series. Roger Limb began his career at the BBC as a
studio manager progressing to an announcer before joining
the famed BBC Radiophonic Workshop. This was the first
release in a series of archive recordings from Silva Screen
to celebrate the 50th anniversary of this most British of
television series.

Doctor Who: The Krotons -
Original TV Soundtrack
The BBC Radiophonic Workshop
SILCD1371 | 738572137120
CD | TV Soundtracks

As the original sound effects creator for Doctor Who Brian
Hodgson was responsible for the chilling Dalek voices and
the powerhouse sound of the Tardis lifting off. His highly
innovative techniques are fully on display on this collection
of 'special sounds' that provided the background to Doctor
Who - The Krotons, broadcast in December 1968/January
1969. This is a really fabulously weird thing'  Record
Collector'

Doctor Who: Ghost Light -
Original TV Soundtrack
Mark Ayres
SILCD1372 | 738572137229
CD | TV Soundtracks

The 26 year long production run of Doctor Who came to a
halt in 1989 with Ghost Light. Mark Ayres has long been
associated with the series both as a composer and with his
extensive restoration work as an archivist with the BBC
Doctor Who reissue programme. Originally released in 1993
this newly revised and expanded edition is presented here
newly remastered from the original tapes along with
previously omitted material. It also includes the complete
initial demo version of Part One giving a total of 40 tracks.

Doctor Who Series 6 - Original
TV Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1375 | 738572137526
CD | TV Soundtracks

Another monumental slice of Murray Gold themes in this
2CD set. Six years of composing music for Doctor Who has
led to his work being performed at a special Proms concert
at the Royal Albert Hall, a celebration of the music at the
Millennium Centre Cardiff and a place in the Classic FM
Hall Of Fame.
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Sherlock - Original TV
Soundtrack
David Arnold
SILCD1377 | 738572137724
CD | TV Soundtracks

Composed by David Arnold and Michael Price, the Sherlock
soundtrack received BAFTA and Emmy nominations and
won an RTS Television Award. David Arnold is one of the
UK's leading film composers, penning the scores to a host
of blockbuster movies including Stargate, Independence
Day and 2 Fast 2 Furious. He also successfully took over
the scoring of the James Bond movies on the
recommendation of John Barry. Michael Price is a multi-
talented composer, music editor and arranger whose credits
include Band Of Brothers, The Lord Of The Rings and Love
Actually.

Sherlock - Series 2 - Original
TV Soundtrack
David Arnold
SILCD1383 | 738572138325
CD | TV Soundtracks

The second series launched in January 2012 averaged 8m
viewers an episode and became the TV hit of 2012 . If
David Arnold and Michael Price did not exist it would be
necessary for man to invent them. Their contribution to
Sherlock is immeasurable. Thrilling cheeky sinister playful
and simply world-class...the music's not bad either.' - - Mark
Gatiss (Sherlock and League Of Gentlemen creator)'

Frozen Planet - Original TV
Soundtrack
George Fenton
SILCD1392 | 738572139223
CD | TV Soundtracks

George Fenton's career is littered with awards, multiple Ivor
Novellos, BAFTAs, Emmys, a Classical Brit and five Oscar
nominations. With over 100 film and TV scores to his credit
the breadth of his composing is simply breath-taking. In the
past two decades his work with the BBC Wildlife Unit has
seen enduring scores for acclaimed hit worldwide series
such as The Trials Of Life, The Blue Planet and Planet
Earth which have been performed in concert by many of the
world's leading orchestras.

100 Greatest TV Themes Vol. 3
Various Artists
SILCD1423 | 738572142322
CD | TV Soundtracks

The third release in Silva Screen's TV theme compilation
series with another 100 classic TV themes both old and new
spread over four CDs. Where else could you find the
majestic music to Downton Abbey rubbing shoulders with
everyone's favourite Sunday afternoon game show theme
Bullseye. Over 50 years of small screen music to surprise
and hark back to from Agatha Christie's Poirot to Wonder
Woman changing channels along the way for small screen
opuses such as Bergerac, Midsomer Murders, Mr. Bean,
Only Fools And Horses, Thomas The Tank Engine and The
Wire.

Doctor Who - Series 7 -
Original TV Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1425 | 738572142520
CD | TV Soundtracks

Uniquely this series was made up of 13 self-contained
stories and this 2 CD set offers a feast of new themes with
music from each and every story and is the eighth
soundtrack release since 2006.

Wild Arabia - Original TV
Soundtrack
Barnaby Taylor
SILCD1426 | 738572142629
CD | TV Soundtracks

Barnaby Taylor's alluring score perfectly compliments a
romantic journey into the very heart of a lost world  one of
virtually impenetrable wilderness, unimaginable landscapes,
surprising wildlife bounty and the most startling juxtaposition
of ancient and modern to be found anywhere on earth. The
latest series from BBC Earth continues the incredible world
nature tour following recent productions such as Frozen
Planet and Africa. There are some lovely cues here'
Record Collector'
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The Hour: Season 1 & 2 -
Original TV Soundtrack
Kevin Sargent
SILCD1431 | 738572143121
CD | TV Soundtracks

Beginning in 1956, the two series of BBC TV's The Hour
captured perfectly the era of television news as current
affairs programmes expanded with a global reach, adding to
the storyline a veneer of mystery and intrigue behind the
scenes. The series was nominated for BAFTA and Golden
Globe Awards. Season 1 featured music by Daniel Giorgetti
and season 2 by Kevin Sargent.

Games Of Thrones - Series 3 -
Original TV Soundtrack
Ramin Djawadi
SILCD1433 | 738572143329
CD | TV Soundtracks

The HBO epic, fantasy TV series Game Of Thrones is a
worldwide viewing sensation, political and sexual intrigue
amongst a group of seven noble families all struggling for
control of the mythical land of Westeros. Grammy nominee
Ramin Djawadi's score for the series is integral to the fabric
of the show with choir and orchestra counter-balanced by
percussion and rhythmically driven sounds from the world
music arena. His creative use of sound effects also adds
mystery and allure.

Luther - Original TV
Soundtrack
Various Artists
SILCD1434 | 738572274825
CD | TV Soundtracks

Launched in 2010, Luther has fast become one of the
BBC's most popular crime series with Idris Elba in the title
role as a dedicated but obsessive police officer. With its
mysterious theme, Paradise Circus by Massive Attack
opening each episode the series also utilises a play-out
track that fits the atmosphere of the story. This release
features many of these outstanding songs including music
from Robert Plant, Suede, Marilyn Manson, and Nina
Simone. Composer Paul Englishby provides the score for
the series with music that can range from darkly menacing
soundscapes to elegiac dreaminess.

Doctor Who: The Snowmen /
The Doctor, The Widow and the
Wardrobe - Original TV
Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1435 | 738572143527
CD | TV Soundtracks

At one time Christmas Day on the BBC meant The
Morecambe & Wise Show, a time for families to gather
around the TV together. But in the modern era that mantle
has now been taken by the Doctor Who Christmas Special.
This release brings together the music of the last two which
were broadcast on Christmas Day 2011 and 2012 and were
watched by a joint audience of close to 20m. This ninth
release in the series brings the full canon of Murray Gold's
prolific output up to date, eight years of elaborate and
dazzling scores for one of the BBC's most popular shows
worldwide.

Utopia - Original TV
Soundtrack
Cristobal Tapia de Veer
SILCD1437 | 738572143725
CD | TV Soundtracks

Very few domestic thrillers can equal the current output of
American television but in 2013 Channel 4 scored a winner
with Utopia, a six part series revolving around a group of
graphic novel fans who discover a terrible secret. Stylish,
intelligent and cinematic the show has now been confirmed
for a second series in 2014. Integral to the action is Chilean
composer Cristobal Tapia de Veer's original music for the
programme. Based in Canada he delivered a much praised
score for the BBC production The Crimson Petal And The
White and then moved to London for six months to complete
as he says, "six months of guerilla composition" for Utopia.

Sherlock: Music from Series 3 -
Original TV Soundtrack
David Arnold And Michael Price
SILCD1438 | 738572143824
CD | TV Soundtracks

Since its UK TV debut in 2010, Sherlock has developed into
a worldwide TV phenomenon and has been exported by the
BBC to over 200 territories. Sales of David Arnold and
Michael Price's beguiling scores for series 1 and 2 are over
10,000 in the UK and have also achieved significant sales in
the US, Europe and the Far East.The soundtracks have
received BAFTA and Emmy nominations and have won an
RTS Television Award. There are several lovely moments
here with pensive strings and light orchestrations shining
through'.  Record Collector'
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An Adventure in Space and
Time - Original TV Soundtrack
Edmund Butt
SILCD1442 | 738572144227
CD | TV Soundtracks

Mark Gatiss' (League Of Gentlemen, Sherlock) highly
acclaimed TV docudrama about the genesis of the Doctor
Who TV series delighted die-hard fans and casual viewers
in 2013. 'Edmund Butt whose gorgeous score is one of the
highlights of the film. I've been completely overwhelmed by
the response to the film. It was a very special project from
the outset and I know Ed's soundtrack will continue to thrill
and delight for, well, the rest of space and time...' - Mark
Gatiss

Hidden Kingdoms - Original TV
Soundtrack
Ben Foster
SILCD1443 | 738572144326
CD | TV Soundtracks

Hidden Kingdoms, an innovative series from the BBC
Natural History Unit, took the viewer into unexplored and
unique miniature worlds and revealed the lives of the
planet's smaller animals. Ben Foster's emotional and
dramatic score is the perfect accompaniment to this ground-
breaking series. Writing extensively for television his scores
for Torchwood earned him three BAFTA nominations whilst
his orchestral arranging and conducting skills are featured
throughout Murray Gold's music for Doctor Who.

Doctor Who - The 50th
Anniversary Collection -
Original TV Soundtrack
Various Artists
SILCD1450 | 738572145026
CD | TV Soundtracks

Fifty years, four CDs, 11 Doctors and 129 tracks. This is the
release that Doctor Who fans worldwide have been waiting
for, assembled after years of research and trawls through
dusty archives and libraries. It's a comprehensive overview
of the very special music that has accompanied the Doctor
over his travels through time and space from William
Hartnell in 1963 to Matt Smith. From Ron Grainer's iconic
theme realised by the BBC Radiophonic Workshop's Delia
Derbyshire to Murray Gold's orchestral tapestries, this is a
musical saga of monumental proportions.

Doctor Who - Series 8 -
Original TV Soundtrack
Murray Gold
SILCD1460 | 738572146023
CD | TV Soundtracks

Nine years, 10 albums, 444 tracks, a phenomenal musical
output from composer Murray Gold whose much loved
scores for Doctor Who reach a new high with this three CD
set covering Series 8. A new take on the classic theme
coupled with a new theme for the twelfth Doctor launch this
lavish collection featuring extensive notes from the
composer and music from all 12 episodes over two CDs, the
third disc comprising of 14 tracks from the 2014 Christmas
Day special Last Christmas.

Utopia 2 - Original TV
Soundtrack
Cristobal Tapia de Veer
SILCD1463 | 738572146320
CD | TV Soundtracks

Stylish, intelligent and cinematic, the second series in 2014
reinforced the impact of series one and gained the show an
even larger following. Integral to the action is Chilean
composer Cristobal Tapia de Veer's original music for the
programme, recognised by the Royal Television Society who
awarded it Best Music (Original Score), Record Collector
who gave it a five star review and Mojo who placed it at
number four in their Top 10 Soundtracks of the year.'The
colours so rich, the soundtrack so funky'. The Times

In the Flesh - Original TV
Soundtrack
Edmund Butt
SILCD1468 | 738572146825
CD | TV Soundtracks

The BAFTA Award winning BBC3 supernatural zombie
apocalypse series won critical acclaim for its delicious twist
on the genre. Composer Edmund Butt began his career
playing with some of the world's best orchestras before
launching a composing career in the late 90s. The final
three tracks on the release come from the enigmatic Keaton
Henson whose songs were used in the series. Butt and
Henson's work makes for an album that is beautiful for the
ears and bittersweet for the soul'.  Cultbox TV
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Yellowstone - Original TV
Soundtrack
Edmund Butt
SILCD1469 | 738572146924
CD | TV Soundtracks

The world's very first national park, Yellowstone is a lost
world of vast plains, lush meadows, endless forests and
bordered on all sides by towering mountains. Originally
transmitted on BBC2 in 2009 in a Sunday night prime time
slot the series attracted the highest rating for a natural
history series for the channel in over five years. Edmund
Butt's music won Best Original Score at The RTS Craft And
Design Awards with the accolade, "This powerful score
matched the visuals effortlessly whilst not being over
played. The end result was both bold and epic".

Wolf Hall - Original TV
Soundtrack
Debbie Wiseman
SILCD1472 | 738572147228
CD | TV Soundtracks

The hit BBC drama that presented an intimate portrait of
Thomas Cromwell, Henry VIII's chief minister and
confidante. Leading British film and TV composer Debbie
Wiseman in her sixth collaboration with BAFTA Award
winning director Peter Kosminsky has created a highly
original score mixing Tudor instruments with modern to
create the austere and vivid musical atmosphere of the
time. 'A joy'. - Record Collector

Midsomer Murders - Original
TV Soundtrack
Various Artists
SILCD1476 | 738572147624
CD | TV Soundtracks

This release brings together the music fromseries 17
focusing especially on the episode The Ballad Of Midsomer
County, a song featured throughout whose lyrics provide a
wealth of clues for DCI Barnaby. Based around The Little
Crosby Folk Festival and a varied collection of sweet-
sounding and lilting songs the main theme features the
talents of Lucie Jones and Seth Lakeman.

Ripper Street - Original TV
Soundtrack
Dominik Scherrer
SILCD1477 | 738572147723
CD | TV Soundtracks

Bringing late 19th century Victorian Whitechapel to life with
stunning historic sets and topline actors, police drama
Ripper Street was an immediate success. Composer
Dominik Scherrer has an extensive list of TV and film
composition credits that include Inspector George Gently
and Agatha Christie's Miss Marple. His music perfectly
conjures up the world of East London from over a century
ago with its detailed collection of musical sounds that can
range from a mandola to a Norwegian Hardanger fiddle. He
received the ultimate accolade for any composer in 2014
when his score for Ripper Street won an Ivor Novello Award

The Leftovers  Season One -
Original TV Soundtrack
Max Richter
SILCD1485 | 0738572148522
CD | TV Soundtracks

The HBO series was an immediate critical hit when first
broadcast in 2014 and a second series is now in production.
One of the most influential composers of his generation,
Max Richter graduated from the Royal Academy Of Music
and his work encompasses concert music,operas, ballet,
film, theatre and TV scores. Previous scores include Waltz
With Bashir, Sarah's Key, The Lunchbox and Testament Of
Youth. "The series is driven largely by its tone (Max
Richter’s score is especially helpful in that regard)" - Variety

Arrow Season 1 - Original TV
Soundtrack
Blake Neely
SILCD1486 | 0738572148621
CD | TV Soundtracks

DC Comic character The Green Arrow made his debut an
incredible 74 years ago. Real name Oliver Queen, a
billionaire playboy and socialite, renamed Arrow for the TV
series he returns to his home after five years on a desert
island to wage war on criminals and the corrupt in Starling
City. Film and TV composer Blake Neely worked with many
major names of film composing at the start of his career
including Hans Zimmer, Michael Kamen, James Newton
Howard and Vangelis.
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Thunderbirds Are Go, Vol. 1 -
Original TV Soundtrack
Ben Foster & Nick Foster
SILCD1487 | 738572148720
CD | TV Soundtracks

Fifty years after it's television debut, Thunderbirds launched
once again this year as ITV brought back the cult
programme using a combination of CGI animation and live-
action model sets. With the stories focused around the
Tracy brothers it's fitting that another team of brothers, Ben
and Nick Foster have taken on the job of providing new
music for this seminal series.

Indian Summers - Original TV
Soundtrack
Stephen Warbeck
SILCD1488 | 738572148829
CD | TV Soundtracks

This multi-cultural drama grabbed audiences from episode
one and has been renewed for a second series in 2016.
Composer Stephen Warbeck is one of Britain's most
successful composers in film and television, winning the
Academy Award in 1999 for Best Original Music with his
exquisite score for Shakespeare In Love. Over 100
composer credits in 25 years cover a selection of major film
and television titles. They include Prime Suspect, Billy Elliot,
Captain Corelli's Mandolin and Charlotte Gray.

The Great British Bake Off  -
Songs from the Bake Off Tent
Various Artists
SILCD1494 | 738572149420
CD | TV Soundtracks

This outstanding collection brings together the music that
the 12 contestants from 2015 love to listen to whilst creating
their culinary masterpieces, a wonderful a la carte menu
that includes Amy Winehouse, The Supremes, Earth, Wind
& Fire, Tom Odell and First Aid Kit. The release also
features Tom Howe's original and well-loved music that adds
both tension and delight to the polished production.

Humans - Original TV
Soundtrack
Cristobal Tapia de Veer
SILCD1498 | 738572149826
CD | TV Soundtracks

Channel 4's £12m. sci-fi fantasy series Humans has
become their biggest original drama success  of the last 20
years. Created by the makers of Utopia, the series is a
natural fit for the composer from that programme, Cristobal
Tapia de Veer. His award winning, innovative score which he
described as a "guerilla composition"  won a five star review
in Record Collector, a Royal Television Society award for
best score and was one of Mojo's Soundtracks Of The Year.

BBC Radiophonic Workshop -
21
Various Artists
SILCD1503 | 738572150334
CD | TV Soundtracks

In 1958 the BBC Radiophonic Workshop opened with the
aim to enhance in the main, drama output on the Third
Programme (now Radio 3) following the development of new
electronic music techniques emanating from Europe. Their
work expanded across the BBC to take in TV drama
(especially sci-fi), schools programmes and themes. The
latter being their most celebrated and well known work,
Delia Derbyshire's treatment of Ron Grainer's theme for
Doctor Who. This collection, originally released by BBC
Records in 1979 to celebrate 21 years of the workshop
appears for the first time in its full original form on CD.

River - Original TV Soundtrack
Harry Escott
SILCD1504 | 738572150426
CD | TV Soundtracks

Stellan Skarsgård plays a brilliant police officer whose
genius and fault-line is the fragility of his mind in this hit
BBC drama. Composer Harry Escott first came to
prominence in 2005 with his score to the influential
psychological horror film Hard Candy. Working in both film
and TV his credits includes, Deep Water, The Selfish Giant,
Stephen Fry In America and Poppy Shakespeare.
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Atlantis - Series 2 - Original TV
Soundtrack
Stuart Hancock
SILCD1506 | 738572150624
Album | TV Soundtracks

The hit Saturday night BBC series Atlantis dramatically
brought to life the vast store of Greek myths and legends for
a new generation. A trio of adventurers led by Jason
alongside the studious Pythagoras and the overweight and
overbearing Hercules found themselves in a mysterious
land, locked into a world of monsters, fabled figures,
treachery and deceit. Stuart Hancock's rich and cinematic
score provides the perfect accompaniment to these
incredible tales Winner of the 2013 Jerry Goldsmith Award,
the composer, sound designer and orchestrator has
extensive film credits.

Dickensian - Original TV
Soundtrack
Debbie Wiseman
SILCD1508 | 738572150839
CD | TV Soundtracks

Debbie Wiseman follows her 2015 Classical chart topping
release Wolf Hall with the soundtrack to the major new BBC
drama production, Dickensian. Launching over Christmas
2015 this ambitious 20 part series stars Stephen Rea,
Pauline Collins and Caroline Quentin and is set within the
fictional realms of Charles Dickens’ critically acclaimed
novels. Debbie Wiseman is one of the UK’s most in-demand
composers, whose film and TV scores have won many
accolades. With over 200 credits in TV and film, composing
highlights include A Poet In New York, The Andrew Marr
Show theme and The Promise.

The Musketeers - Series 2 & 3
TV Soundtrack
Paul Englishby
SILCD1509 | 738572150938
2CD | TV Soundtracks

Alexandre Dumas' swashbuckling classic remains as
relevant to today's audiences 172 years later as much as it
did when first published in 1844. The BBC Drama
production which first hit our screens in 2014 brought a
fresh and contemporary take on the novel and its characters
and immediately struck a chord with viewers. Inspired by the
novel, events of the period and contemporary issues given
an historical spin the drama has now reached a third series
in a prime BBC1 Saturday night viewing slot. Composer
Paul Englishby studied composition at both Goldsmiths’
College and The Royal Academy of Music. He is an award-

The Living Planet Original TV
Soundtrack
Elizabeth Parker & BBC Radiophonic
Workshop
SILCD1510 | 738572151034
CD | TV Soundtracks

Originally shown on BBC1 in 1984, this David Attenborough
12 part series was the sequel to the pioneering Life On
Earth, taking natural history television to a new level of
brilliance. The ground-breaking score was composed by
Elizabeth Parker at the BBC Radiophonic Workshop and
released on vinyl by the BBC in the same year.

The Soundhouse
BBC Radiophonic Workshop
SILCD1511 | 738572151126
CD | TV Soundtracks

In 1979 the Fairlight CMI (Computer Musical Instrument)
was launched, the year that the BBC Radiophonic
Workshop celebrated its 21st birthday . At the price of a
house (approx £30,000) this state of the art piece of
equipment was embedded with an 8 bit digital sampling
synthesizer capable of emulating acoustic instruments and
orchestras alongside the manipulation of sound effectsThis
1983 collection (a first time re-release here of the complete
album) celebrated these new found freedoms

Peter and Wendy Original TV
Soundtrack
Maurizio Malagnini
SILCD1512 | 738572151225
CD | TV Soundtracks

Starring Stanley Tucci in three roles as Captain Hook, Mr
Darling, and Great Ormond Street Hospital surgeon Mr.
Wylie. this 2015 Christmas TV special was a major hit with
audiences in the UK. International award-winning composer
Maurizio Malagnini (The Paradise, Call The Midwife) burst
onto the scene in 2009, bringing to television his cinematic
class and stunning melodies through his scores to
numerous BBC hits.
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The Night Manager - Original
TV Soundtrack
Victor Reyes
SILCD1515 | 738572151539
CD | TV Soundtracks

A contemporary interpretation of John le Carré’s espionage
drama - and the first television adaptation of a le Carré
novel in more than 20 years - The Night Manager brings
together love, loss and revenge in a complex story of
modern criminality. Starring Tom Hiddleston, Olivia Colman
and Hugh Laurie and with a massive $30m budget,  the
series is the priciest drama per episode of any
commissioned by a UK broadcaster. Composer Victor
Reyes is a major talent from the world of Spanish film and
television. In recent years he has enjoyed international
success with scores for Buried, Red Lights and Grand

Doctor Who Original Television
Soundtrack Vinyl
Murray Gold
SILLP1224 | 738572122478
LP | TV Soundtracks

First new music release for the rebooted Doctor Who series
and the beginning of Murray Gold's incredible ten year
composing saga. 'Seventy-five minutes of TV music that
puts most big screen feature film soundtracks to shame'. -
Filmink

Doctor Who: The Krotons -
Original TV Soundtrack Vinyl
The BBC Radiophonic Workshop
SILLP1371 | 738572137175
LP | TV Soundtracks

As the original sound effects creator for Doctor Who Brian
Hodgson was responsible for the chilling Dalek voices and
the powerhouse sound of the Tardis lifting off. His highly
innovative techniques are fully on display on this collection
of 'special sounds' that provided the background to Doctor
Who - The Krotons, broadcast in December 1968/January
1969. This is a really fabulously weird thing'  Record
Collector'

Doctor Who: Ghost Light  -
Original TV Soundtrack Vinyl
Mark Ayres
SILLP1372 | 738572137274
2LP | TV Soundtracks

Mark Ayres’ dark and mysterious synth score to Ghost
Light, Marc Platt’s 3-part TV series with Sylvester McCoy as
the Seventh Doctor, released on 180g DLP vinyl for the first
time. “This newly-remastered release presents the score in
story order and is compiled from new transfers of the
original analogue stereo master tapes. Consecutive cues
have been combined into longer tracks. It is a particular
delight to hear this music on vinyl".  Mark Ayres 

Games Of Thrones - Series 3 -
Original TV Soundtrack Vinyl
Ramin Djawadi
SILLP1433 | 738572143374
LP | TV Soundtracks

The HBO epic, fantasy TV series Game Of Thrones is a
worldwide viewing sensation, political and sexual intrigue
amongst a group of seven noble families all struggling for
control of the mythical land of Westeros. Grammy nominee
Ramin Djawadi's score for the series is integral to the fabric
of the show with choir and orchestra counter-balanced by
percussion and rhythmically driven sounds from the world
music arena.Red vinyl

Utopia - Original TV
Soundtrack Vinyl
Cristobal Tapia de Veer
SILLP1437 | 738572143770
2LP | TV Soundtracks

One of the most critically acclaimed scores of 2013,
UTOPIA SERIES 1’s soundtrack is released on 180g double
yellow vinyl. The score features instruments ranging from a
rare Chilean trutruka recorded in Borough tube station to
the percussion sounds of a rhino turd from Zimbabwe.  This
one of the most eclectic and innovative scores in a long
while and was specially mastered for vinyl.
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Sherlock - Original TV
Soundtrack Vinyl
David Arnold And Michael Price
SILLP1456 | 738572145675
LP | TV Soundtracks

Appearing for the first time on vinyl is this selection of music
from the soundtracks to the hugely popular BBC
SHERLOCK series 1, 2 and 3.  The track listing represents
the most popular themes from across the three series which
brought composers David Arnold and Michael Price multiple
awards and award nominations internationally.  The LP is
pressed on 180g black vinyl and the cover features a
specially commissioned painting of Benedict Cumberbatch
in the title role by artist Alice X Zhang, also included on a
printed insert.

Utopia 2 - Original TV
Soundtrack Vinyl
Cristobal Tapia de Veer
SILLP1463 | 738572146375
2LP | TV Soundtracks

Stylish, intelligent and cinematic, the second series of the
cult UK TV series UTOPIA in 2014 reinforced the impact of
Emmy Award winning Series 1 and gained the show an
even larger following. Integral to the action is Chilean
composer Cristobal Tapia de Veer's original music for the
programme, recognised by the Royal Television Society who
awarded it Best Music (Original Score), Record Collector
who gave it five stars and Mojo who placed it at No. 4 in
their Top 10 Soundtracks of the year. This Double LP on
green 180g vinyl delivers more of his unique sounds.   Audio
re-mastered for vinyl.

The Leftovers - Original TV
Soundtrack Vinyl
Max Richter
SILLP1485 | 738572148577
LP | TV Soundtracks

Released on black 180g vinyl is Max Richter’s emotive and
minimal score to Damon Lindelof’s TV series about a post-
apocalyptic global event. Max Richter graduated from the
Royal Academy Of Music and his work encompasses
concert music,operas, ballet, film, theatre and TV scores.
Previous scores include Waltz With Bashir, Sarah's Key, The
Lunchbox and Testament Of Youth.

Arrow Season 1 - Original TV
Soundtrack Vinyl
Blake Neely
SILLP1486 | 738572148676
LP | TV Soundtracks

DC Comic character The Green Arrow made his debut an
incredible 74 years ago. Real name Oliver Queen, a
billionaire playboy and socialite, renamed Arrow for the TV
series he returns to his home after five years on a desert
island to wage war on criminals and the corrupt in Starling
City. Film and TV composer Blake Neely worked with many
major names of film composing at the start of his career
including Hans Zimmer, Michael Kamen, James Newton
Howard and Vangelis. Green vinyl.

BBC Radiophonic Workshop -
21  Vinyl
Various Artists
SILLP1503 | 738572150372
LP | TV Soundtracks

Lilac vinyl with a printed inner sleeve.In 1958 the BBC
Radiophonic Workshop opened with the aim to enhance in
the main, drama output on the Third Programme (now
Radio 3) following the development of new electronic music
techniques emanating from Europe. Their work expanded
across the BBC to take in TV drama (especially sci-fi),
schools programmes and themes. The latter being their
most celebrated and well known work, Delia Derbyshire's
treatment of Ron Grainer's theme for Doctor Who. This
collection, originally released by BBC Records in 1979 to
celebrate 21 years of the workshop appears for the first time

The Living Planet Original TV
Soundtrack Vinyl
Elizabeth Parker & BBC Radiophonic
Workshop
SILLP1510 | 738572151072
LP | TV Soundtracks

Originally shown on BBC1 in 1984, this David Attenborough
12 part series was the sequel to the pioneering Life On
Earth, taking natural history television to a new level of
brilliance. The ground-breaking score was composed by
Elizabeth Parker at the BBC Radiophonic Workshop and
released on vinyl by the BBC in the same year.
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100 Greatest TV Themes
Various Artists
TVPMCD807 | 738572080723
Album | TV Soundtracks

One hundred newly recorded versions of the very best TV
themes spread over a 4CD set with over four-and-a-half-
hours of pure nostalgic music. From The A-Team to The X-
Files and including Cheers, Kojak, The Man From
U.N.C.L.E., Thunderbirds and many more.

Elf The Musical - Original
London Cast Recording
Elf - Original London Cast
SILCD1502 | 738572150228
CD | Theatre Scores

Based on the 2003 film starring Will Ferrell which has now
become an iconic Christmas classic, Elf The Musical began
life as a Broadway hit in 2010 and now opens in the UK with
the winner of ITV's Superstar Ben Forster as Buddy the Elf
and Girls Aloud's Kimberley Walsh as Jovie.

Cry Of The Celts
The Band Of The Royal Irish
Regiment
SILCD4136 | 738572413620
Album | Marching Band

The Royal Irish Regiment was created in 1992 with the
merger of The Royal Irish Rangers and The Ulster Defence
Regiment. Cry Of The Celts features a selection from
Ronan Hardiman’s stunning musical score from Michael
Flatley’s Lord Of The Dance extravaganza. Also includes a
rousing tribute to trumpeter Harry James and music from
folk offshoot The Blarney Boys with a selection of traditional
Irish songs.

Oft In The Stilly Night
Royal Irish Regiment
SILCD4142 | 738572414221
Album | Marching Band

The Royal Irish Regiment was created in 1992 with the
merger of The Royal Irish Rangers and The Ulster Defence
Regiment. The title track Oft In The Stilly Night is one the
most famous songs in the history of Irish music, penned by
poet Thomas Moore and composer Sir John Andrew
Stevenson in the 19th century, it features throughout the
history of Ireland, notably in James Joyce’s A Portrait Of
The Artist As A Young Man and Finnegan’s Wake.  This
selection brings together the historic music of the many
regiments that preceded The  Royal Irish and offers a
fascinating snapshot of military music of the past.

Killaloe
The Royal Irish Regiment
SILCD4143 | 738572414320
Album | Marching Band

The Royal Irish Regiment was created in 1992 with the
merger of The Royal Irish Rangers and The Ulster Defence
Regiment. Killaloe was one of the most popular marches in
the Irish regiments of the British Army and is based on a
song written for the 1887 London musical Miss Esmeralda.
This collection brings together a fascinating collection of
military music plus stirring film themes that include Out Of
Africa and Braveheart.

High School Salute - A Tribute
To American Marching Bands
The Band of the Blues and Royals
SILCD4173 | 738572417321
Album | Marching Band

The history of The Blues And Royals reaches back close to
350 years. This most prestigious of British military bands
epitomises everything great about Britain and they are
worldwide ambassadors with concerts across the globe.
The band provide their unique take on a variety of musical
genres from Cream and Led Zeppelin through to the music
of today including Christina Aguilera and James Blunt, all
neatly topped off by a selection of traditional marches and
their salute to Disney’s High School Musical.
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The Greatest Christmas Choral
Classics
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra & Crouch End Festival
Chorus
SILKD6049 | 738572604929
CD | Christmas

Still volunteer led, the Crouch End Chorus have become
established as one of the UK's leading choirs and
internationally recognised and revered for their effortless
adaptability to perform both classical and contemporary
works. Their list of collaborations cover the full spectrum of
music. They include Hans Zimmer, Ennio Morricone and
Ray Davies This exciting new seasonal release brings
together favourites and contemporary Christmas songs
given a new twist with exquisite new vocal and musical
arrangements. Also included in this 2CD release is the
original best-selling US chart album.

The Symphonic Jean Michel
Jarre
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra & The Crouch End
Festival Chorus
SILKD6041 | 738572604127
Album | Orchestral Music

Jean Michel Jarre is one of the most successful, recording
and performing artists of all time. His albums have sold in
excess of 72 million copies worldwide and he has four
entries in The Guinness Book Of Records for the biggest
audiences at concerts. This project gives a new angle to his
music, fully orchestrated versions of his best work with over
200 musicians and singers on a 20 track, 2 CD set. Includes
the premiere studio recording of a new Jarre piece,
Acropolis.

African Sanctus & Dona Nobis
Pacem
David Fanshawe
SILKD6003 | 5014929600321
Album | Choral Music

David Fanshawe's African Sanctus has received
international acclaim. It is a celebratory and visionary work,
expressing unity between people, their faiths and above all,
their music. The much performed work is an unorthodox
setting of the Latin Mass harmonised with traditional African
music recorded by the composer on his now legendary
journeys up the River Nile (1969-73). The taped music from
Egypt, Sudan, Uganda and Kenya is heard in counterpoint
with the live chorus, soprano soloist and instrumental
ensemble. “Afro Latin, tribal choral masterpiece”. – The
Observer

I Hear a Symphony
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
SILCD1297 | 738572129729
CD | Easy Listening

'This is one of the most exquisite albums I've listened to in
years. The orchestra, producers and arranger have taken
our Motown classics and given the world the opportunity to
hear how these songs have magic and versatility in once
again a different genre. And even for the most die-hard fans
of the originals, I truly believe their heartstrings will still be
tugged when hearing the familiar melodies presented in this
manner'. – Lamont Dozier (Motown songwriting legend)

Rambo First Blood Part II OST
Jerry Goldsmith
FILMCD307 | 5014929030722
CD | Soundtrack

Jerry Goldsmith's score to the 1985 Sylvester Stallone film.
This 1999 reissue contains six new tracks with over 15
minutes of unreleased music all previously unavailable. "It's
an enjoyable work that proves what a facile, agile composer
Goldsmith can be". - Allmusic

The Ninth Gate OST
Wojciech Kilar
FILMCD321 | 5014929032122
CD | Soundtrack

Wojciech Kilar's dark Gothic score for the Roman Polanski
chiller starring Johnny Depp as an antiquarian bookseller
drawn into a conspiracy. The renowned Polish classical
composer had earlier delivered a supernatural score for
Francis Ford Coppola's take on Dracula in 1993. 'There are
few modern film scorers who can move the soul like
Wocjiech Kilar' (Empire)
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The Ipcress File OST
John Barry
FILMCD605 | 738572060527
CD | Soundtrack

One of John Barry's most memorable film scores digitally
restored and remastered from the original 1960's recording
and including dialogue from the film. 'If you want to see an
example of what music does for a movie, go and see The
Ipcress File. Then you'll understand what John Barry's all
about' - Michael Caine

Lawrence Of Arabia
The Philharmonia Orchestra
FILMCD719 | 5014929071923
CD | Soundtrack

An extensive new recording of Maurice Jarre's majestic
Oscar winning score including over 25 minutes of music that
did not appear on the original soundtrack album. Tony
Bremner conducts The Philharmonia Orchestra with a
greatly enhanced new studio sound quality 'This is a
splendid tribute to the movie musician's art'. - Empire

The Greatest Themes From The
Films Of Arnold
Schwarzenegger
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
FILMCD721 | 5014929072128
CD | Soundtrack

A collection of newly recorded symphonic and electronic
music from the original film scores. Includes a 20 minute
suite from the Conan films and the first ever symphonic
recording of the main title from Predator. Also includes
Terminator I and II, True Lies, Raw Deal and Total Recall.

John Barry - The Collection -
40 Years Of Music
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
FILMXCD349 | 738572034924
CD | Soundtrack

4 CD set celebrating the film music career of John Barry.
From the James Bond 007 Theme to Mercury Rising this is
a journey through the career of Britain's greatest film
composer. 'There are few composers in the history of film
music of whom it may be said that they have defined a
genre of their own. John Barry is one of the few... this Silva
Screen collection pays tribute to the Master of the Genre' -
David Arnold

The Science Fiction Album
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
FILMXCD359 | 738572035921
CD | Soundtrack

4 CD set of film and TV themes from outer space and
beyond including music from Alien, Star Trek and Star Wars.
' Hugely enjoyable 71 track, 293 minute romp through
spacey soundtracks' - Empire

The Notebook OST
Various Artists
SILCD1173 | 738572117320
CD | Soundtrack

Aaron Zigman's artfully mixed score includes his original
romantic orchestral themes with actual jazz recordings from
the 1940's. The perfect match to the big screen version of
Nicholas Spark's lush novel about romance through the
generations.
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Jerry Goldsmith 40 Years Of
Film Music
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1183 | 738572118327
CD | Soundtrack

Jerry Goldsmith's death in 2004 marked the end of one of
the greatest careers in film composing. This lavish 57 track
4 CD set traces the path of his astonishing achievements
and includes recordings conducted by Goldsmith himself.
'Featuring over 200 minutes of music and an informative
booklet, this set will keep Goldsmith fans in raptures for
ages'. Total DVD

Blade Trinity - OST
Various Artists
SILCD1184 | 738572118426
CD | Soundtrack

Blade Trinity Deluxe adds a DVD packed with promos,
animations, galleries and behind the scenes footage to the
original release. Also included are three new mixes of
ODB's Thirsty The region free DVD contains the promo film
for Thirsty, new Blade animation, the original theatrical
trailer, interviews with director David Goyer and RZA, a 5
part art gallery, behind the scenes footage and an Easter
Egg 12 page Manga Comic.

Elf - Music From The Major
Motion Picture
Various Artists
SILCD1192 | 738572119225
CD | Soundtrack

Released in 2003, Elf has now become a perennial
Christmas classic film joining the ranks of It's A Wonderful
Life and The Polar Express. This release features 12 songs
from the film both old and new including Ella Fitzgerald, Jim
Reeves, Leon Redbone and Eartha Kitt.

The Magnificent Westerns
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1202 | 738572120221
CD | Soundtrack

4 CD set of classic western themes and rip-roaring cowboy
songs featuring over 270 minutes of music. An A to Z of
classic film and TV themes from The Alamo to Wyatt Earp
and rounding up in between such titles as The High
Chaparaal, Rawhide, Rio Bravo, True Grit, The Wild Bunch
and many more.

The Ultimate James Bond Film
Music Collection
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1212 | 738571212122
CD | Soundtrack

4 CD set that covers new recordings of all the best Bond
themes and more. This packed set covers all the classic
themes and also includes music never before released on
the soundtracks,  taken from painstaking research by Silva
Screen.   'An irresistible collection that will leave Bond fans
in double-0 heaven'. - Starburst

A Prairie Home Companion
OST
Various Artists
SILCD1213 | 738572121327
CD | Soundtrack

A stellar line up of stars including Mery Streep, Woody
Harrelson and Lindsey Lohan all deliver musical
performances in Robert Altman's film version of Garrison
Keillor's much loved radio show. 'The musical numbers are
brief, spirited and thoroughly delightful, all backed by
Keillor's actual house band' - Variety
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100 Greatest Film Themes
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1235 | 738572123529
CD | Soundtrack

6 CD set that covers sixty-seven years of the absolute best
films themes ever recorded. From the 1939 era defining
sound of Tara's Theme from Gone With The Wind to The
Haunting and mystical Chevaliers de Sangreal from the
2006 blockbuster The Da Vinci Code, this collection
provides an instant and authoritative entry into the world of
film music.

Film Music Of Hans Zimmer
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1238 | 738572123826
CD | Soundtrack

2 CD compilation that brings together 20 years of Hans
Zimmer's outstanding compositions. These new recordings
of his outstanding work range from his early success with
Rain Man to The Da Vinci Code. The 23 tracks represent a
major overview of his career including music from Gladiator,
Pearl Harbor and the first two Pirates Of The Caribbean
films

The Ultimate World War Movie
Themes Collection
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1242 | 738572124229
CD | Soundtrack

4CD set celebrating 60 years of the very best war movie
themes from Max Steiner’s lush, romantic score for
Casablanca to Michael Kamen’s strident music for Band Of
Brothers. World Wars I and II have been the subject of
some of the most exciting films ever made with notable
scores to match. This album brings together the very best,
including The Great Escape, Lawrence Of Arabia, The
Dambusters, The Guns Of Navarone, 633 Squadron and
Saving Private Ryan.

The Film Music Of Thomas
Newman
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1262 | 738572126223
CD | Soundtrack

Thomas Montgomery Newman comes from a family whose
relation to soundtrack music is unprecedented. Father Alfred
Newman, uncle Lionel Newman, brother David Newman
and cousins Joey Newman and Randy Newman are
indelibly linked to music in films. This newly recorded
collection brings together music from seven of his music
Oscar nominated soundtracks including the
seminal and much imitated theme from American Beauty.
Also includes his Grammy Award nominated theme from Six
Feet Under.

Iron Man OST
Ramin Djawadi
SILCD1264 | 738572126421
CD | Soundtrack

Ramin Djawadi's previous scores include the TV series
Prison Break and Blade. His score for the film Blade: Trinity
(a Silva Screen release SILCD1172) was a best seller in the
in the UK. The release also includes a bonus track from
California thrash giants Suicidal Tendencies and the
previously unreleased 1960s Iron Man Theme from the
animated TV series.

Cashback OST
Various Artists
SILCD1278 | 738572127824
CD | Soundtrack

The tale of an art student working in a supermarket whose
imagination runs wild was extended to a feature length film
in 2007 to popular and critical acclaim. Writer director Sean
Ellis utilised all his experience as a leading fashion
photographer to bring together stunning visuals with a very
original soundtrack approach. The music for the film
features an eclectic mix of musical styles which range from
operatic arias, a classically influenced score by Guy Farley
and cutting edge contemporary music.
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The Definitive Horror Music
Collection
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1288 | 738572128821
CD | Soundtrack

4CD chiller brings together the history of horror through
almost 90 blood-curdling years of cinema history,
guaranteed to send shivers up any spine. The 60 sinister
tracks run from the 1922 landmark silent film Nosferatu all
the way through to the 2009 release Drag Me To Hell. A vast
compendium of diabolical themes are featured including
The Shining, Halloween, The Exorcist, Suspiria, A
Nightmare On Elm Street, Buffy The Vampire Slayer and
Poltergeist. This release provides the perfect scary
soundtrack to spook any Halloween night party

El Cid
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1299 | 738572129927
CD | Soundtrack

2CD set of Miklos Rozsa's music for the 1961 Hollywood
epic El Cid, widely regarded as one of the greatest film
scores of all time, a masterpiece of the cine-musical art.
This world premiere recording is one of the largest projects
ever undertaken to restore a complete score and totals over
140 minutes of music including themes omitted from the
film. The 2CD set utilises 91 musicians and a large choir.
The CD booklet includes notes from Martin Scorsese and
Rozsa's daughter Juliet. "The scope, passion and grandeur
of my father's music are captured exquisitely" – Juliet Rozsa
"A towering achievement" – Empire (5 stars)

The Fog OST - Expanded
Edition
John Carpenter
SILCD1301 | 738572130121
CD | Soundtrack

2CD updated version of Silva Screen's long deleted and
sought after 2000 reissue brings together not just the
original album which featured 20 minutes of newly released
music but a second 20 track disc of the entire score, drawn
from the original tapes, remastered by long-time Carpenter
collaborator Alan Howarth

Charlie And The Chocolate
Factory OST
Danny Elfman
SILCD1317 | 738572131722
CD | Soundtrack

First full scale release outside of N. America for this
wonderfully quirky melodic score and songs from leading
composer Danny Elfman (The Simpsons, The Nightmare
Before Christmas, The Wolfman. The first five tracks feature
the outstanding and much loved songs from the film all
featuring differing, distinctive, pop styles. "For those who
have been yearning for Elfman to return to more overtly
melodic work...rejoice! And buy this CD. Now" – Film Score
Monthly

Dear John OST
Various Artists
SILCD1320 | 738572132026
CD | Soundtrack

Song based bestselling soundtrack to contemporary
Hollywood weepy based on Nicholas (The Notebook)
Sparks' novel about a soldier-student romance. The
carefully selected songs from top artists perfectly
complement thefilm's rich emotional layers and include
music from Joshua Radin, Schuyler Fisk and Amanda
Seyfried.

A Single Man OST
Abel Korzeniowski
SILCD1323 | 738572132323
CD | Soundtrack

Abel Korzeniowski's elegiac, string-lead score complements
the film beautifully and is supplemented by additional music
from Shigeru Umebayashi plus source music ranging from
opera to Booker T & The MG's. "The film score written by
Abel Korzeniowski and Shigeru Umebayashi is variegated
and full of lush orchestral themes that salute Hitchcock and
Bernard Herrmann, among others." – Hollywood Reporter
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100 Greatest Western Themes
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1325
CD | Soundtrack

6 CD set that gallops across the very best of close to 70
years of Western music from both the cinema and TV
screen. Features music from many of the greatest screen
composers including Ennio Morricone, John Barry, Elmer
Bernstein, John Williams, Dimitri Tiomkin, Maurice Jarre
and many more.

Soldier Blue - Catlow/Zeppelin
OST
Roy Budd
SILCD1333 | 738572133320
CD | Soundtrack

At the tender age of 23 Roy Budd’s debut soundtrack
elevated his career from a respected jazz musician to that of
an internationally acclaimed film composer. A year later he
had completed seven scores topped by Get Carter and
followed by the western Catlow, WW1 drama Zeppelin and
comedy The Magnificent Seven Deadly Sins, the latter three
all featured on this release. Also included is Concerto For
Harry from the 1976 drama Something To Hide.

The Expendables OST
Brian Tyler
SILCD1339 | 738572133924
CD | Soundtrack

Composer Brian Tyler is one of the most prolific creators of
action scores in the business. In the last decade he has
created a wide selection of music for many films including
Children Of Dune, Constantine, Annapolis, The Fast And
The Furious and Aliens Vs Predator  Requiem. 'With an air
of amped-up Jerry Goldsmith about it, Tyler has generated
an exhilarating example of truly muscular action work'. -
Empire

The Music Of James Horner
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1351 | 738572135126
CD | Soundtrack

2CD 27 track set celebrating one of Hollywood's most
prolific and accomplished composers Having learnt piano at
the tender age of five and studied at London' s Royal
College Of Music his stellar career saw him work with the
greatest directors of the last three decades including James
Cameron, George Lucas, Steven Spielberg, Ron Howard
and Oliver Stone. This collection is a cherry-picked
extensive career overview from Battle Beyond The Stars
(1980) to The Karate Kid (2010).

Biutiful OST
Gustavo Santoalalla
SILCD1361 | 738572136123
CD | Soundtrack

Argentinian composer Gustavo Santaolalla became only the
third composer in Academy Award history to win an Oscar
two years running for Brokeback Mountain (2006) followed
by Babel (2007). Other acclaimed scores include Amos
Perros, 21, Grams and The Motorcycle Diaries. 'Gustavo
Santaolalla's haunting music, from complex orchestrations
to the melody in a single guitar, filters through the narrative,
catching the emotions that bear down on Uxbal.'  Hollywood
Reporter

Film Music of Hans Zimmer
Vol.2
Various Artists
SILCD1362 | 738572136222
CD | Soundtrack

The Film Music Of Hans Zimmer (SILCD1238) was released
in May 2007 and has proved to be one of the best-selling
titles in the Silva Screen catalogue worldwide. This 2CD 23
track second volume highlights once more one of the most
prolific film music composing careers in Hollywood history.
Three of the top ten highest grossing films of all time have
Zimmer scores and all feature here, Pirates Of The
Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest and At World's End plus The
Dark Knight. Over 135 scores in 27 years all spread across
a diverse selection of genres and musical styles underline
his genius.
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Music From The Transformers
Trilogy
London Music Works
SILCD1365 | 738572136543
CD | Soundtrack

The Transformers trilogy is proving to be one of the most
successful franchises for many years with all three titles
featuring in the top 50 biggest grossing films of all time
worldwide. This release is a collection of Steve Jablonsky's
epic scores from the films that feature spectacular stirring
anthems and are packed with punchy themes. His long
association with Transformers director Michael Bay began in
the 1990s, creating additional music for Armageddon, Pearl
Harbor and Bad Boys II and forming a close link with prolific
composer Hans Zimmer.

Beginners OST
Various Artists
SILCD1366 | 738572136628
CD | Soundtrack

A soundtrack that combines classical, piano rags and a
beautifully collated collection of ragtime and early jazz.
These include the wonderful piano stylings of Jelly Roll
Morton and the seminal Stardust by Hoagy Carmichael. The
original score composed by Roger Neill (King Of The Hill,
Chicago Hope), Brian Reitzell (Red Riding Hood, 30 Days
Of Night) and Dave Palmer. 'A pleasing listen, if quite old
fashioned.' - Record Collector

The Debt  OST
Thomas Newman
SILCD1367 | 738572136727
CD | Soundtrack

Thomas Newman's score to John Madden's dark drama
starring Sam Worthington, Helen Mirren and Tom Wilkinson.
Though nominated for twelve Academy Awards, Newman is
yet to receive an Oscar. His acclaimed soundtracks form a
long list and include the now cult score for American Beauty,
as well as The Player, Erin Brockovich, The Shawshank
Redemption, Road to Perdition, Wall-E, The Good German,
Finding Nemo, The Green Mile and Revolutionary Road.

Music From The Twilight Saga
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1380 | 738572138028
CD | Soundtrack

The scores from the films feature the talents of three of
Hollywood's most creative composers, Howard Shore,
Alexandre Desplat and Carter Burwell. This release brings
together for the first time the music from all four films onto
one disc, performed by The City Of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra

The Complete Harry Potter Film
Music Collection
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1381 | 738572138127
CD | Soundtrack

2CD set featuring the work of the cream of the film
composers involved in the series including John Williams
(who received Academy Award nominations for two films in
the series), Patrick Doyle, Nicholas Hooper and Alexandre
Desplat. This unique collection of new recordings by The
City Of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra brings together the
music from all eight films for the very first time.

The Music Of John Williams:
The Definitive Collection
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1382 | 738572138226
CD | Soundtrack

In the history of film music over the last six decades one
name stands supreme as the most prolific and celebrated
composer working in cinema today  John Williams. The City
Of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra pay tribute over this six
CD set that defines his monumental career. With 88 tracks
and over seven hours of music this release is the ultimate
collection of this outstanding composer.
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Project X - OST
Various Artists
SILCD1386 | 738572138622
CD | Soundtrack

Project X , the hit US movie about three high school seniors
who decide to throw a house party that no one will ever
forget.  The release hit number three in the Billboard Top
200 and topped the soundtrack chart in 2012. With music
integral to the film this is a killer soundtrack of hip-hop and
house and highlights some of the biggest names on the
current music scene with 13 explosive tracks. Featuring cuts
from Pitbull, Nas, Kid Cudi, Snoop Dogg and Dr. Dre .

Music From The Batman
Trilogy
London Music Works
SILCD1390 | 738572139025
CD | Soundtrack

This newly recorded compilation brings together the very
best themes from the three films composed by two of the
world's greatest contemporary screen music writers, Hans
Zimmer and James Newton Howard.

The Expendables 2 OST
Brian Tyler
SILCD1393 | 738572139322
CD | Soundtrack

The original 2010 film topped the US box office and was a
major worldwide hit grossing over $275m. Composer Brian
Tyler is one of the most prolific creators of action scores in
the business.
This time around the heroes are more heroic and the villains
are darker. The stakes are raised and the world's survival
hangs in the balance. That called for a more epic approach
to the music which was recorded with an orchestra
combined with world percussion and darker elements'  Brian
Tyler'

Pusher OST
Orbital
SILCD1394 | 738572139421
CD | Soundtrack

Orbital's electronic soundtrack to Luis Prieto's remake of
Nicolas Winding Refn's 1996 directorial debut starring
Richard Coyle,Agyness Deyn and Zlatko Buric. Working on
Pusher was a great opportunity to create a score that draws
on both moody thriller styles and dance music in equal
measures. Full of anthemic film noir moments. Brilliant.'
Paul Hartnoll (Orbital)'

The Film Music Of Howard
Shore
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1396 | 738572139629
CD | Soundtrack

Howard Shore is one of the most respected and honoured
composers in cinema history and his scores for The Lord Of
The Rings Trilogy remain his most towering achievement,
garnering three Academy Awards. His five decade career
includes writing music for many of the most popular and
critically successful films of the modern era including The
Silence Of The Lambs, Seven, Gangs Of New York, The
Departed, The Twilight Saga and Hugo.

100 Greatest Film Themes -
Take 3
Various Artists
SILCD1398 | 738572139827
CD | Soundtrack

Silva Screen's packed with value 100 track box sets have
achieved high sales in the UK with a repertoire ranging from
film and TV soundtracks to military themes. This third
soundtrack release in the series embraces over 80 years of
first-class film music ranging from Laurel & Hardy's Dance
Of The Cuckoos theme to John Williams' majestic score for
Lincoln.
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The Outsiders OST
Carmine Coppola
SILCD1428 | 738572142827
CD | Soundtrack

The lush, epic Hollywood vintage style score to the film was
written by Francis Coppola's father Carmine who wrote
original music for all three Godfather films, winning an
Academy Award for Part II, shared with Nino Rota. This re-
mastered release is the most complete version of the
soundtrack and contains much unreleased music from the
film, most notably Stevie Wonder's tender and beguiling
ballad Stay Gold. The poster inlay contains an extensive
essay on the music to the film based on interviews with
those involved including Francis Ford Coppola.

Byzantium OST
Javier Navarrete
SILCD1432 | 738572143220
CD | Soundtrack

Neil Jordan's dark vampire filmis complemented by an
elegant and melancholy score courtesy of Academy Award
nominated Spanish composer Javier Navarrete. His 25 year
career is highlighted by his work with director Guillermo Del
Toro beginning with The Devil's Backbone and progressing
to his Academy Award and Grammy nominations for Pan's
Labyrinth.'Byzantium takes Navarrete's often gracefully dark
gifts to new heights for another Neil Jordan vampire classic
mesmerizing us with an elegantly spellbinding sense of
empathy for a sisterhood of the undead.' - Film Music
Magazine'

Music From The Iron Man
Trilogy
London Music Works
SILCD1436 | 738572143626
CD | Soundtrack

In May 2013 Iron Man 3 became the fifth top grossing film of
all time and combined with the first two films in the series,
worldwide ticket sales are in excess of $2 billion. Ramin
Djawadi's innovative and explosive score for the first film, in
which heavy metal met orchestral, set the tone and the
thunderous soundtrack template has continued with
composers John Debney and Brian Tyler. This unique
release brings together newly recorded versions from
London Music Works of five themes from each of the trio of
films and includes landmark musical moments, Driving With
The Top Down, I Am Iron Man and Can You Dig It (Iron Man

Gravity OST
Steven Price
SILCD1441 | 738572144128
CD | Soundtrack

The score for Gravity is integral to the film as composer
Steven Price Price explained, "From my earliest meetings
with Alfonso (Cuarón, director) it was clear the score in
Gravity would play a crucial and expanded role. With no
sound in space, the music was integral to underscore the
emotional journey". "Steven Price doesn't appear opposite
Sandra Bullock and George Clooney in "Gravity," but he
may as well be the film's third co-star. Price is the film's
composer and his score is so vital and unique that it's hard
to imagine "Gravity" working as well as it does without the
36-year-old's contributions". - The Huffington Post

The Music Of John Barry: The
Definitive Collection
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1445 | 738572144524
CD | Soundtrack

A 6 CD, 77 track compilation of the very best music from
one of the most accomplished and prolific composers in film
music history. His 30 year career is simply breath-taking,
writing music for over 100 films that have grossed over $22
billion, eight Academy Award nominations including one win,
two Golden Globes, three Grammys, an American Music
Award and a Tony. From 1988's South African political
drama A World Apart and then through three decades of
Hollywood blockbusters including Gladiator, Pirates Of The
Caribbean and Batman to 2014's The Amazing Spider-Man
2, this is a musical overview of a truly magnificent talent.

The Essential Disney
Collection
Stars Of the London Stage
SILCD1448 | 738572144821
CD | Soundtrack

With this release the Stars Of The London Stage pay tribute
to 19 of the very best songs from cinema's greatest
animation studio with particular emphasis on the last 25
years. Performers featured include Louise Dearman whose
West End roles include Wicked and KIss Me Kate and
Helen Hobson who has appeared in Mamma Mia! and
Aspects Of Love.
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London Music Works Perform
Music From The Muppets
London Music Works
SILCD1449 | 738572144920
CD | Soundtrack

A celebration of close to 40 years of magnificent, marvellous
Muppet music from TV and film with new recordings from
London Music Works. This 15 track collection gathers up
songs and themes from the show's TV debut in 1976 all the
way through to 2014's cinema release Muppets Most
Wanted.

The Music of Hans Zimmer:
The Definitive Collection
London Music Works & The City Of
Prague Philharmonic Orchestra
SILCD1453 | 738572145323
CD | Soundtrack

A 6 CD, 77 track compilation of the very best music from
one of the most accomplished and prolific composers in film
music history. His 30 year career is simply breath-taking,
writing music for over 100 films that have grossed over $22
billion, eight Academy Award nominations including one win,
two Golden Globes, three Grammys, an American Music
Award and a Tony. From 1988's South African political
drama A World Apart and then through three decades of
Hollywood blockbusters including Gladiator, Pirates Of The
Caribbean and Batman to 2014's The Amazing Spider-Man
2, this is a musical overview of a truly magnificent talent.

Reclaim OST
Inon Zur
SILCD1454 | 738572145422
CD | Soundtrack

Israeli composer Inon Zur is a Hollywood Music Award
winning and BAFTA nominated composer who is
internationally renowned for his emotionally dynamic
orchestral music scores featured in film, television, trailers
and interactive entertainment. Classically trained with a flair
for powerful, melodic orchestral writing his work features in
many major video game franchises including Prince Of
Persia, The Lord Of The Rings, Dragon Age, Everquest and
Fallout.

Film & TV Sporting Themes
Various Artists
SILCD1457 | 738572145729
CD | Soundtrack

This compilation of new recordings of film and TV sporting
themes features the very best music from both genres.
Compositions from the leading composers of film-land
abound on the sports big screen , James Horner's beguiling
score for Field Of Dreams, Randy Newman's Copland
infused The Natural and Bill Conti's seminal Rocky theme.
Music commissioned for sporting events has also attracted
major league composers, not least John Williams with the
triumphant Olympic Fanfare And Theme and Basil
Poledouris' opening ceremony music for the 1996 Atlanta
Olympics, The Tradition Of The Games.

Frank - Music and Songs from
the Film
Stephen Rennicks
SILCD1461 | 738572146122
CD | Soundtrack

Based on the memoir by filmmaker, author, broadcaster and
journalist Jon Ronson, the fictional story is loosely inspired
by Frank Sidebottom, the persona of cult musician Chris
Sievey as well as other outsider musicians like Captain
Beefheart and Daniel Johnston. To preserve the film's
integrity, the actors, including Michael Fassbender,
Domhnall Gleeson and Maggie Gyllenhaal who perform as
screen creation The Soronprfbs were recorded live. This
process allowed room for improvisation with the music,
composed by Stephen Rennicks, delivering songs that are
both joyous and melodic but also offbeat and strange.

The Expendables 3 OST
Brian Tyler
SILCD1462 | 738572146221
CD | Soundtrack

Composer Brian Tyler is one of the most prolific creators of
action scores in the business and here he reunites with the
regular team following the success of the first two
soundtracks.
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100 Greatest World Cinema
Themes
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1464 | 738572146429
CD | Soundtrack

The latest addition to the 100 Greatest series is a 6CD
journey across 86 years of the very best music from world
cinema. Spanning the modern day horror of Let The Right
One In to the silent era of terror from the still chilling
Nosferatu, this is a compendium of wonderful cinematic
music. Features the work of some of the greatest
international film composers of the 20th century including
Nino Rota, Michel Legrand, Francis Lai, Ennio Morricone
and many more.

Spooks: The Greater Good
OST
Dominic Lewis
SILCD1473 | 738572147327
CD | Soundtrack

The feature film version of the international TV hit takes
things to a new level with stunning locations and a multitude
of set-piece action scenes. Dominic Lewis had an incredible
start in the business working alongside the cream of film
composers such as Hans Zimmer, John Powell, Ramin
Djawadi, and Henry Jackman.

The Face of An Angel OST
Various Artists
SILCD1474 | 738572147426
CD | Soundtrack

Composer Harry Escott first came to prominence in 2005
with his score to the influential psychological horror film
Hard Candy. Working in both film and TV his credits
includes, Deep Water, The Selfish Giant, Stephen Fry In
America and Poppy Shakespeare. The Face Of An Angel is
his third collaboration with BAFTA winning director Michael
Winterbottom (following a A Mighty Heart and The Road To
Guantanamo).

Music From The Star Wars
Saga
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1479 | 738572147921
CD | Soundtrack

This compilation brings together selections from all six Star
Wars films featuring John William's towering and epic
scores performed by the renowned City Of Prague
Philharmonic Orchestra. Highlights include The Imperial
March , Forest Battle, Duel Of The Fates and The Throne
Room/Finale, the latter the masterful ending to the original
1977 Star Wars and the Oscar winner for best score.

Shaun The Sheep Movie OST
Various Artists
SILCD1480 | 738572148027
CD | Soundtrack

The film has followed the same route of the TV series
enjoying major success on its release. Composer Ilan
Eshkeri has been writing for film for over 15 years and his
CV features stand-out scores for many hit films including
Layer Cake, Kick-Ass, Still Alice and Black Sea. Also
featured on the soundtrack are songs from Tim Wheeler
(Ash), Eliza Doolittle and Rizzle Kicks who provide a remix
of Life's A Treat, the ever popular Shaun The Sheep TV
theme.

The Gunman OST
Marco Beltrami
SILCD1481 | 738572148126
CD | Soundtrack

Marco Beltrami's scoring career extends across close to 20
years and his CV is highlighted by some of the major screen
hits of the last two decades. His work includes the Scream
franchise, Resident Evil, I-Robot, Terminator 3: Rise Of The
Machines, Repo Men, The Woman In Black, World War Z,
The Woman In Black: Angel Of Death and Fantastic Four.
He has received Academy Award nominations for 3:10 To
Yuma and The Hurt Locker and won The Satellite Award for
Soul Surfer.
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The Complete Hobbit & Lord Of
The Rings Film Music
Collection
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1483 | 738572148324
CD | Soundtrack

Following in the footsteps of the highly successful Complete
Harry Potter Film Music Collection this release brings
together for the very first time, music from all three Lord Of
The Rings film alongside the three Hobbit films in a 2CD set
performed by The City Of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra.

Blazing Saddles OST
Various Artists
SILCD1484 | 738572148423
CD | Soundtrack

 In collaboration with John Morris, Mel Brooks skilfully
created a magnificent score that refined every possible
musical cliche connected to westerns from swirling strings
to choral refrains. Originally only released in part in the
1970s this 40th anniversary edition is the most complete
version yet with 28 tracks that also incorporates some of the
most hilarious dialogue from the film.  

The Long Good Friday OST
Francis Monkman
SILCD1489 | 738572148928
CD | Soundtrack

One of the truly great British gangster thrillers, The Long
Good Friday rated as the 21st best British film of the 20th
century in a BFI 1999 survey. After graduating from the
Royal Academy Of Music the accomplished composer and
multi-instrumentalist Francis Monkman formed Curved Air in
1970, one of the defining British progressive rock bands.
This welcome reissue of the long deleted soundtrack
includes classic dialogue moments from the film in a 2CD
set that features a newly remastered stereo version and the
original mono.

Alan Silvestri Film Fest Gent
Brussels Philharmonic
SILCD1500 | 738572150020
CD | Soundtrack

This release by the Brussels Philharmonic conducted by
Dirk Brosse celebrates Alan Silvestri's most famous works
as a precursor to the gala performance of his music at the
festival by this distinguished orchestra. With their
magnificent hearts minds voices and hands Maestro Brosse
The Flemish Radio Choir and The Brussels Philharmonic
have given me the thrill of a lifetime. Simply wonderful!!!'
Alan Silvestri'

High-Rise OST
Clint Mansell
SILCD1501 | 738572150129
CD | Soundtrack

Starring Tom Hiddleston, Jeremy Irons and Sienna Miller,
the long awaited film version of J.G. Ballard's High-Rise
brings to the screen his prescient tale of social idealism and
class war breakdown within the confines of a luxurious
tower block. Composer Clint Mansell launched his film
scoring career in 1998 with Pi and with over 25 soundtracks
to his name since he is firmly established as of one of the
UK's leading composers in film. Career highlights include
Requiem For A Dream, The Fountain, Moon and Black
Swan.

Dad's Army OST
Charlie Mole
SILCD1513 | 738572151324
CD | Soundtrack

This new celebration of one of the UK's favourite sitcoms
features a stellar cast of British acting talent that includes
Toby Jones, Michael Gambon, Bill Nighy, Tom Courtenay
and Catherine Zeta-Jones. Emmy and Ivor Novello
nominated for his music for ITV's flagship hit drama Mr.
Selfridge, composer Charlie Mole is perhaps better known
in Hollywood than the UK because of the quality of the films
he has scored. His 25 year film composing career includes
music for Othello, An Ideal Husband, High Heels And Low
Lifes, The Importance Of Being Earnest and the recent St.
Trinian's revivals.
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Music From The Hunger
Games Saga
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1514 | 738572151430
CD | Soundtrack

Following in the footsteps of Harry Potter, The Hunger
Game novels have become a worldwide publishing
sensation followed by a series of four films which have
grossed close to $3 billion. Composer James Newton
Howard took on scoring the original Hunger Games film
when a scheduling conflict took Danny Elfman off the
project, thus beginning a sequence of magnificent film
music.Performed by The City Of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra, one of the most respected and recorded
orchestras in the world, this collection represents some of
the most exquisite symphonic music in cinema today.

The Essential Ennio Morricone
Film Music Collection
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILCD1516 | 738572151638
CD | Soundtrack

Il Maestro - one of the greatest composers of both the 20th
and 21st centuries, still performing concerts in his 88th year
and finally, but finally winning a competitive Oscar for The
Hateful Eight in 2016. Born in Rome in 1928, Morricone
began his film career with Il Federale in 1961 and spiralled
to worldwide success with his unique music for the Sergio
Leone 'Man With No Name' trilogy starring Clint Eastwood,
A Fistful Of Dollars, A Few Dollars More and The Good, The
Bad And The Ugly. The breadth of his brilliance is
underlined by this 41 track selection of some of his greatest
scores performed by The City Of Prague Philharmonic

Victor Victoria OST
Various Artists
SILCD1517 | 738572151720
CD | Soundtrack

Henry Mancini and Leslie Bricusse took home the Oscar for
Best Music, Original Song Score And Its Adaptation at the
1983 Academy Awards for Blake Edwards' comedic
masterpiece Victor Victoria. Receiving a total of seven
Oscar nominations, the film about a woman pretending to
be a man pretending to be a woman starring Edwards' wife
Julie Andrews continues to beguile and charm audiences
over three decades after it hit the big screen

Ran OST
Toru Takemitsu
SILCD1518 | 738572151829
CD | Soundtrack

Over a 60 year career director Akira Kurosawa's films have
passed into cinematic legend and he retains his status as
one of the most influential and preeminent film-makers of
the 20th Century. Films such as Rashomon, Seven
Samurai, Kagemusha and his last great epic, Ran are all
regarded as milestones in the history of celluloid. The latter,
the most expensive film made in Japan up to its release in
1985 is loosely based on Japanese legend and
Shakespeare's King Lear. Composer Toru Takemitsu ranks
as highly in the echelons of Japanese music as Kurosawa.

Sideways OST - Vinyl
Rolfe Kent
SILLP1174     | 738572117474
LP | Soundtrack

Multi award-winning film Sideways was the surprise box
office hit of 2004.  Rolfe Kent’s jazz inflected soundtrack
accompanies two disillusioned forty-somethings on a wine
tour, its subtle lightness of touch the perfect accompaniment
to their mid-life crises. 180g burgundy vinyl.

Iron Man OST Vinyl
Ramin Djawadi
SILLP1264 | 738572126476
LP | Soundtrack

Ramin Djawadi's previous scores include the TV series
Prison Break and Blade. His score for the film Blade: Trinity
(a Silva Screen release SILCD1172) was a best seller in the
in the UK. The release also includes a bonus track from
California thrash giants Suicidal Tendencies and the
previously unreleased 1960s Iron Man Theme from the
animated TV series.
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The Fog OST - Vinyl
John Carpenter
SILLP1301 | 738572130176
2LP | Soundtrack

John Carpenter’s 1980 follow-up film to his smash hit
Halloween featured ghost sailors terrorizing a Californian
coastal community as a dense fog descends on their
homes.  The multi-talented filmmaker’s atmospheric
synthesiser score has long been a soundtrack favourite and
this double album  features a 20 track LP of the entire score,
drawn from the original tapes, remastered by long-time
Carpenter collaborator Alan Howarth on the A/B sides and
the original album which featured 20 minutes of newly
released music on the C/D sides.

Raise The Titanic - Complete
Score - Vinyl
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
SILLP1319    | 738572031978
LP | Soundtrack

John Barry’s “Raise The Titanic” is the first in a new series
of Silva Screen vinyl releases for the serious soundtrack
collector.  The series will include scores of outstanding
quality that for some reason or another exist in their best
form as a recording made subsequently to the original
soundtrack.
The masters for Barry’s “Raise The Titanic” were lost and
the film was panned by both critics and audiences alike
upon its release in 1980. The demand for a release of
“Raise The Titanic” resulted in The City of Prague
Philharmonic making the recording for Silva Screen

The Wicker Man - OST  Vinyl
Various Artists
SILLP1440 | 738572144074
LP | Soundtrack

Originally released in 2013 for the 40th anniversary of the
cult 70’s horror film, only 500 copies of The Wicker Man
40th Anniversary Edition were pressed on black vinyl which
have become highly sought after. Featuring a cover by artist
Richey Beckett.  The 40th Anniversary Edition has a
different track listing to the preceding OST double album,
selecting only the songs to make a single LP. 

Frank - Music and Songs from
the Film - Vinyl
Stephen Rennicks
SILLP1478 | 738572147877
LP | Soundtrack

The music press were quick to laud FRANK as one of their
top soundtracks of 2014, with Mojo placing it at No.3 in their
Top Ten for the year and Record Collector giving it 5*, while
public fascination with its Beefheart-esque sound has
ensured cult status.  The songs, sung mainly by
Fassbender, veer from manic comedy to heart-breaking
pathos and the vinyl release was specially recompiled to
feature all the songs, most of the incidental music and an
exclusive for vinyl version of “Frank’s Most Likeable Song….
Ever”.

The Long Good Friday OST
Vinyl
Francis Monkman
SILLP1489 | 738572148973
2LP | Soundtrack

Francis Monkman’s dazzlingly crafted score to one of the
truly great British gangster thrillers appears in stereo on
vinyl for the first time, newly remastered for this release.   

Legend OST - Vinyl
National Philharmonic Orchestra
SILLP1492  | 738572149277
2LP | Soundtrack

Ridley Scott’s 1985 cult fantasy film LEGEND famously
starred a young Tom Cruise, had two soundtracks and was
represented by one of the most iconic looking horror bad-
guys in the history of cinema, known as “Darkness”.  The
original Jerry Goldsmith score was preferred by Scott and
was used in the Director’s Cut (2002) including several
songs: “My True Love’s Eyes”, “Living River”, Bumps and
Hollows”, “Sing the Wee” and “Reunited”. 180g Black vinyl
DLP with Vance Kelly artwork and gatefold sleeve.
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Escape from New York OST -
Vinyl
John Carpenter
SILLP1493 | 738572149376
2LP | Soundtrack

Originally released on CD in 2000, the expanded
soundtrack edition of John Carpenter’s classic 1981 thriller
included over 20 minutes of previously unreleased music
plus music from scenes deleted from the final print.   The
masters were re-mixed from the original multi-track session
tapes by long-time Carpenter associate Alan Howarth.

This is the first time the expanded edition has appeared on
vinyl in its complete form, including original dialogue
highlights.

The Nightcomers OST - Vinyl
Jerry Fielding
SILLP1499 | 738572149970
LP | Soundtrack

The 1971 horror film The Nightcomers was a prequel to
Henry James' literary classic The Turn Of The Screw and is
probably most remembered for its eye catching poster of a
naked Marlon Brando and Stephanie Beacham (faithfully
reproduced on the label of this release). Three times Oscar
nominee composer Jerry Fielding delivered a perfectly
pitched score for this gothic horror, illuminating his love of
19th century baroque music; he considered it one of his
finest works.

High-Rise OST Vinyl
Clint Mansell
SILLP1501 | 0738572150174
LP | Soundtrack

Starring Tom Hiddleston, Jeremy Irons and Sienna Miller,
the long awaited film version of J.G. Ballard's High-Rise
brings to the screen his prescient tale of social idealism and
class war breakdown within the confines of a luxurious
tower block. Composer Clint Mansell launched his film
scoring career in 1998 with Pi and with over 25 soundtracks
to his name since he is firmly established as of one of the
UK's leading composers in film. Career highlights include
Requiem For A Dream, The Fountain, Moon and Black
Swan.

The Ninth Gate OST  Black
vinyl
Wojciech Kilar
SILLP1505 | 738572150570
2LP | Soundtrack

Making its debut on vinyl, Wojciech Kilar’s haunting
soundtrack to Polanski’s disturbing film The Ninth Gate
(1999) features at its core the vocals of Korean born
soprano, Sumi Jo.  Kilar established himself as a horror
score composer with Bram Stoker’s Dracula and his work
here on Polanski’s film achieves a creeping sense of
menace worthy of Polanski’s dark tale of Satanic worship.

The Ninth Gate OST  Flame
vinyl
Wojciech Kilar
SILLP1505 (2) | 738573150579
2LP | Soundtrack

Making its debut on vinyl, Wojciech Kilar’s haunting
soundtrack to Polanski’s disturbing film The Ninth Gate
(1999) features at its core the vocals of Korean born
soprano, Sumi Jo.  Kilar established himself as a horror
score composer with Bram Stoker’s Dracula and his work
here on Polanski’s film achieves a creeping sense of
menace worthy of Polanski’s dark tale of Satanic worship.

Victor Victoria OST Blue/Pink
Vinyl
Various Artists
SILLP1517 | 738572151775
2LP | Soundtrack

Henry Mancini and Leslie Bricusse took home the Oscar for
Best Music, Original Song Score And Its Adaptation at the
1983 Academy Awards for Blake Edwards' comedic
masterpiece Victor Victoria. Receiving a total of seven
Oscar nominations, the film about a woman pretending to
be a man pretending to be a woman starring Edwards' wife
Julie Andrews continues to beguile and charm audiences
over three decades after it hit the big screen
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Ran OST - Vinyl
Toru Takemitsu
SILLP1518  |  738572151874
2LP | Soundtrack

Over a 60 year career director Akira Kurosawa's films have
passed into cinematic legend and he retains his status as
one of the most influential and preeminent film-makers of
the 20th Century. Films such as Rashomon, Seven
Samurai, Kagemusha and his last great epic, Ran are all
regarded as milestones in the history of celluloid. Originally
released as two separate suites of music this version
includes those and adds a further 14 tracks of Takemitsu's
score and appears for the first time on vinyl.

John Williams - 40 Years Of
Film Music
The City of Prague Philharmonic
Orchestra
TVPMCD810 | 738572081027
Album | Soundtrack

4 CD set of John Williams' very best music - featuring 45
tracks from 36 blockbuster films. From TheSugarland
Express to Star Wars: Episode 1 - The Phantom Menace
this is a magnificent tribute to one of the greatest film
composers.   “This four-discer is a must-have for any fan of
the legend’s work”. – Total Film

50 Classic Pub Songs
The Pub Crawlers
PUBCD50 | 5014929005027
CD | Pop

In celebration of the 'good old days', 50 Classic Pub Songs
features all of the traditional songs you know and love. What
better way to reminisce that good old fashioned 'knees up'
than with the songs that define an era. Featuring Side By
Side, 21 Today, Happy Birthday, Lambeth Walk and Show
Me The Way To Go Home.

Claire Jones - Journey: Harp
To Soothe The Soul
Claire Jones
SILKD6048 | 738572604820
CD | Classical

Since taking up her role as HRH Prince Of Wale's harpist in
2007, Claire Jones has established herself as one of
Britain's most celebrated classical musicians. Her
performance at the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge's
wedding reception in April 2011 created media interest in
her music across the world. With Journey, Claire performs
12 very special choices of music designed to create an
atmosphere to soothe, relax and generally unwind.

The Queen's 90th Birthday
Celebration
Various Artists
SILKD6052 | 738572605223
CD | Classical

The Queen’s 90th Birthday Celebration at Windsor Castle
portrayed The Queen’s life, her love of horses, her
dedication to the Commonwealth and international affairs
and her deep involvement with the Navy, Army and Air
Force. This specially commissioned five movement suite
has been written by one of the UK’s most successful female
musical ambassadors, Debbie Wiseman MBE.

Cinema Affair
Lisa Friend
SILKD6053 | 738572605322
CD | Classical

Delivering a passionate and flawless performance, Lisa
Friend creates sublime flute interpretations of
Cinema Paradiso, Once Upon A Time In America, Dances
With Wolves, Legends Of The Fall, The
Cider House Rules to name but a few.
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Screen Serenade
Claire Jones
SILKD6054 | 738572605421
CD | Classical

Screen Serenade is a glorious celebration of well loved film
and TV themes especially arranged for solo harp by Claire’s
husband, percussionist and composer Chris Marshall.
Claire’s radiant performances range from commanding
torrents of sound to a new, fragile and contemplative quality
that Claire brings to music usually associated with the
strings, piano and even the full orchestra. Sublimely
delicate, yet at times poignant and implacable, Screen
Serenade is a delightful album featuring themes such as
Jurassic Park, Ice Dance (Edward Scissorhands), Downton
Abbey, Cavatina (Deer Hunter), Pirates of the Caribbean,
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